Mechanical stress, fracture risk and beak evolution in Darwin’s ground finches (Geospiza)
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Darwin’s finches have radiated from a common ancestor into 14 descendent species, each specializing on distinct food resources and evolving divergent beak forms. Beak morphology in the ground finches (Geospiza) has been shown to evolve via natural selection in response to variation in food type, food availability and interspecific competition for food. From a mechanical perspective, however, beak size and shape are only indirectly related to birds’ abilities to crack seeds, and beak form is hypothesized to evolve mainly under selection for fracture avoidance. Here, we test the fracture-avoidance hypothesis using finite-element modelling. We find that across species, mechanical loading is similar and approaches reported values of bone strength, thus suggesting pervasive selection on fracture avoidance. Additionally, deep and wide beaks are better suited for dissipating stress than are more elongate beaks when scaled to common sizes and loadings. Our results illustrate that deep and wide beaks in ground finches enable reduction of areas with high stress and peak stress magnitudes, allowing birds to crack hard seeds while limiting the risk of beak failure. These results may explain strong selection on beak depth and width in natural populations of Darwin’s finches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beak morphology in Darwin’s finches has been shown to evolve via natural selection in response to variation in food type, food availability and interspecific competition for food (Lack 1947; Grant 1999; Grant & Grant 2006). Consequently, divergent beak sizes and shapes evolved in Darwin’s finches specializing on different food items (Lack 1947; Bowman 1961; Grant 1999; Foster et al. 2008). Variation in beak shape in the ground finches of the genus Geospiza is situated mainly along two axes: variation in width and depth which covary, and variation in length (Bowman 1961). Species that crush hard seeds at the base of their beaks, such as G. fortis and G. magnirostris, tend to have relatively short but wide and deep beaks (Grant 1999). Other species, such as G. scandens and G. difficilis, tend to have longer yet narrower and shallower beaks, a design that has been suggested to be a compromise between base crushing and probing (Bowman 1961). Interestingly, the two principal axes of variation observed within the ground finch clade are also reflected in distinct developmental pathways (Abzhanov et al. 2004, 2006).

While much research has focused on beak size and shape, the seed cracking ability of a bird is determined more directly by bite force capacity which is, in turn, closely dependent on jaw adductor muscle cross-sectional area (Bowman 1961; van der Meij & Bout 2004; Herrel et al. 2005a,b). The jaw closer muscles, situated at the back of the head, generate crushing forces that are transferred to food by means of the upper and lower beak (Herrel et al. 2005a,b). Beak morphology is thus expected to evolve in concert
with jaw adductor force generation capacity, through selection for the capacity to avoid structural failure under conditions of increased muscle and food reaction forces (Bowman 1961). Indeed, almost 50 years ago, Bowman (1961) suggested that the shape of the beak was adapted for fracture resistance, with beaks with more or less straightened culmen and gonys (upper and lower beak, respectively) tending to reduce fracture risk. Modifications towards increased beak depth, on the other hand, were interpreted as adaptations towards more powerful crushing bites (Bowman 1961).

To test these hypotheses, we developed finite-element models (FEMs) of the upper beak in ground finches (table 1). As FEMs quantify the effect of complex shape variation on stress magnitude and distribution (Richmond et al. 2005; Ross 2005; Rayfield 2007; Rayfield & Milner 2008), they are ideally suited to address the hypothesis that beak shape has evolved in response to fracture avoidance, and may also offer insights into observed patterns of selection on beak shape (depth, width and curvature) in species that crack hard seeds.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Fresh specimens and muscle data
Road-killed specimens were collected during February–March of 2005 and 2006 on Santa Cruz Island, under a salvage permit from the Galápagos National Park Service. Intact specimens were collected and preserved in a 10 per cent aqueous formaldehyde solution for 24 h, rinsed and transferred to a 70 per cent aqueous ethanol solution. Specimens were transported to Belgium where one individual each of G. fortis, G. fuliginosa and G. scandens was scanned at the Centre for X-ray Tomography, Ghent University (UGCT) scanning facility. A second specimen of each of these species was dissected and all jaw muscle bundles were removed individually. Muscles were blotted dry and weighed on a Mettler microbalance (+0.01 mg). Next, muscles were transferred individually to Petri dishes and submerged in a 30 per cent aqueous nitric acid solution for 18 h to dissolve all connective tissue (Loeb & Gans 1986). After removal of nitric acid, muscles were transferred to a 50 per cent aqueous glycerol solution and fibres teased apart using blunt-tipped glass needles. Next, 30 fibres were selected and drawn using a binocular scope with attached camera lucida. A background grid was also drawn in each image to provide an object for scaling. Drawings were scanned and fibre lengths determined using Scion Image (freely available at http://www.scioncorp.com).

Based on the muscle mass and fibre lengths, the physiological cross-sectional area of each muscle bundle was determined assuming a muscle density of 1060 kg m$^{-3}$ (Méndez & Keys 1960). As pennate muscles were separated into their individual bundles, no additional correction for pennation angle was included. Force generation capacity for each muscle was calculated assuming a muscle stress of 30 N cm$^{-2}$ (Nigg & Herzog 1999). As the external adductor and pseudotemporalis muscle bundles act only indirectly on the upper beak through the jugal bone (Nuijens & Zweers 1997; van der Meij & Bout 2004), the component of the muscle force transferred to the upper beak was calculated by taking into account the position of the muscles and the angle thereof relative to the jugal bone. The pterygoid muscle bundles, by contrast, act directly on the upper beak (Nuijens & Zweers 1997; van der Meij & Bout 2004) and muscle forces were assumed to be directly transmitted through the pterygoid–palatine complex.

(b) CT scanning and reconstruction
Road-killed specimens of G. fortis, G. fuliginosa and G. scandens were scanned at the UGCT scanning facility (www.ugct.ugent.be), using a micro-focus directional type X-ray tube, set at a voltage of 80 kVp and a spot size of 10 μm. Specimens were mounted on a controllable rotating table (MICOS, UPR160F-AIR). For each specimen, a series of 1000 projections of 940 × 748 pixels were recorded covering 360° resulting in voxel sizes of 43.73 μm for G. fortis, 34.84 μm for G. fuliginosa and 42.77 μm for G. scandens. Reconstruction of the tomographic projection data was done using the OCTOPUS package (Vlassenbroeck et al. 2007).
Specimens of *G. difficilis* (MCZ39828) and *G. magnirostris* (MCZ65745) were scanned at the Harvard CNS facility using an X-Tek XRA-002 micro-CT imaging system set at 75 kV. Specimens were mounted on a rotating table and a series of 3142 projections of 2000 by 2000 pixels covering 360° was recorded resulting in voxel sizes of 25.26 μm for *G. difficilis* and 45.75 μm for *G. magnirostris*. Reconstruction of the tomographic projections was done using CTPRO (Metris) and VGSTUDIO MAX 2.0 (Volume Graphics). Volume and surface rendering was performed using AMIRA 5.0 (64-bit version, Computer Systems Mercury) for all specimens.

(c) Finite-element modelling

CT-image sequences were segmented semi-automatically based on greyscale thresholding and smoothed using AMIRA 5.0 (64-bit version, Computer Systems Mercury), to obtain a triangular surface mesh of the upper beak (figure 1). Next, a Delaunay tetrahedral volume mesh with a minimum radius: edge ratio of 1.4 was generated in TetGen (Si 2008) and imported in the finite-element program FEBio (Maas & Weiss 2008). A left unilateral load with all muscles bilaterally activated to 100 per cent was applied at a posterior bite point, the position of which was determined based on recordings of birds cracking seeds in the field. For each modelled specimen, the bite point was simulated through a translation constraint of the corresponding elements. The fronto-nasal hinge was modelled as two rotating but fixed elements. The forces on palatine and jugal bones were applied along the long axis of these bones as determined on the CT data, and with a magnitude derived from calculated muscle forces. Bone was modelled as a linear elastic, isotropic and homogeneous material with Young’s modulus of 18 GPa, and a Poisson ratio of 0.3 (Yamada 1970; Evans 1973; Vogel 2003; Currey 2006). Linear elements were used in the models, which were solved with an iterative Newton-based Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) solver.

The convergence and the stability of the results were tested by an iterative refinement of the mesh up to 500 000 elements and terminated at an accuracy of 5 per cent or better.

As stress is a complex three-dimensional phenomenon, inherently difficult to interpret, we chose to combine the stresses using the von Mises criterion. Three areas with high stress were noted in our simulations: posterior on the maxilla in front of the nasal apertures, and on the ipsi- and contralateral processi maxillares of the nasal bone. A high stress area posterior on the beak was not considered because high stresses in this region may be due to constraints imposed at the fronto-nasal hinge. The maximal von Mises stress observed in a volume with a predefined radius was recorded in all areas showing high stress, and compared across loading conditions for the different species (table 1). Peak stress values were recorded in meshes of increasing complexity allowing us to test the convergence of the model solution (Herrel et al. in press). Additionally, the external force needed to satisfy the constraint at the bite point, perpendicular to the surface area, was calculated and the magnitude thereof was recorded and compared with the bite forces measured *in vivo* (table 1). Finally, FE models for *G. difficilis*, *G. fuliginosa*, *G. magnirostris* and *G. scandens* were scaled by model area (Dumont et al. 2009) to the same size as the *G. fortis* model, and simulations were run with input forces based on *G. fortis* in order to evaluate how beak shape affects loading of the beak.

3. RESULTS

The three species of Darwin’s finch featured in our analysis showed a nearly threefold absolute difference in the cross-sectional area of the jaw adductor muscles (0.28 mm² in *G. fuliginosa* versus 0.72 mm² in *G. fortis*), and thus also in the maximal potential loading of the beak. A first set of FEM simulations was performed using actual beak size and shape as...
bone, posterior to the nasal aperture (zone 1 in figure 1). Stress concentrations occur at the posterior part of the nasal bone, and within the maxillary processes of the nasal bone (zone 2 in figure 1). Arrows depict calculated bite forces.

A second set of FEM simulations was performed in which beaks were scaled to the area of the G. fortis specimen, and then loaded using the input forces calculated for this species (figure 3). This was done to characterize the potential effects of beak shape variation on force dissipation. If interspecific variation in beak shape does not impact force dissipation, all simulations would show comparable stress distributions and stress magnitudes. In contrast, the results identify marked differences among species in stress distributions, thus demonstrating the importance of beak shape in force dissipation. Species with elongate beaks such as G. scandens and G. difficilis show notable increases in the surface area subjected to high stress, spreading forward to the dorsal aspect, anterior of the nasal aperture. Moreover, the peak stresses calculated for the species with the longer and narrower beaks (G. scandens and G. difficilis; table 1) were substantially higher (maximum of 44 MPa). In contrast, the tall and wide beaks as seen in G. fortis, G. fuliginosa and G. magnirostris are seen to distribute the load applied to the beak with lower peak stress values (maximum of 30 MPa across the three species), largely confined to the posterior aspect of the nasal bone. Note, however, how an additional area of high stress in the G. magnirostris model is present at the level of the bite point.

4. DISCUSSION
A comparison of the bite forces calculated in our FEMs with actual bite forces measured in vivo (table 1) shows that calculated values fall within the in vivo range, thus confirming that our models provide realistic estimates of beak loadings. Interestingly, our results provide one of the few cases where the output of FEMs is validated against in vivo data and suggest that FEMs can provide realistic output if based on realistic inputs (see Rayfield 2007 for an overview; Kupczik et al. 2009; Strait et al. 2009). However, our models must be considered as only a first step, and planned future models including the keratinous rhamphte and material properties for the beaks of Darwin’s finches are needed to test whether a refinement of our models affects the output of our FE models in terms of stress distributions and magnitudes. Additionally, analyses of how constraints and forces affect the actual beaks and beak shapes in Darwin’s finches are needed to test whether a refinement of our models affects the output of our FE models in terms of stress distributions and magnitudes.
loading conditions affect stress magnitudes and distributions in beaks with different morphologies are needed and currently underway (Herrel et al. in press).

A comparison of peak stresses reported here in the different species of Darwin’s finch with values reported for the compressive strength of bone suggests that Darwin’s finch beaks operate with safety factors of between 3 and 5 in most species, assuming an average compressive bone strength of 165 MPa (note that bone strength ranges from 106 to 224 MPa across a wide range of vertebrates; Yamada 1970; Vogel 2003; Currey 2006). However, it should be noted that these are conservative estimates of safety factors as bone is known to fail in tension at much lower stresses (e.g. 117 MPa; Evans 1973). However, without specific data on material properties for the beaks of the birds considered here, this must remain speculative to some degree. Moreover, von Mises stress is often considered to be one of the best predictors of bone failure (Keyak & Rossi 2000), making it an appropriate value to use in the calculation of safety factors. Previously, it was suggested that beak morphology should evolve in concert with the force generating capacity of the jaw adductors through selection for the capacity to avoid structural failure under conditions of increased muscle and food reaction forces (Bowman 1961). Our data support this assertion and suggest that beaks are indeed optimized to withstand their natural loading regimes.

Almost five decades ago, Bowman (1961) suggested that the shape of the beak in Darwin’s finches was related to fracture resistance, such that beaks with a more or less straightened culmen and gonys (the upper and lower beak, respectively) tend to reduce fracture risk. Modifications towards increased beak depth, on the other hand, were interpreted as adaptations towards a more powerful crushing bite (Bowman 1961). Our data provide only partial support for these hypotheses. Whereas deeper and wider beaks indeed appear better suited to withstand reaction forces from biting and may thus allow for higher bite forces, the straighter beaks of G. scandens and G. difficilis clearly induce greater stresses, thus presumably increasing fracture risk. The difference between G. difficilis and G. fuliginosa is especially notable, with the highest peak von Mises stress in G. difficilis being almost twice that of G. fuliginosa when scaled to the same surface area. Interestingly, however, the beak with the greatest curvature in G. magnirostris is seen to perform somewhat more poorly than that of G. fuliginosa when scaled to the same surface area, suggesting that too much curvature may negatively affect stress magnitudes as predicted by Bowman (1961). Alternatively, the relatively high stress may be due to the relatively low volume (and thus bone present) of the upper beak of the G. magnirostris specimen used in our models (see table 1). As this specimen and the G. difficilis used are dried historical specimens, this may represent a preservation artefact, and thus results for both G. difficilis and G. magnirostris should be interpreted with caution. Testing for potential preservation artefacts will require freshly preserved specimens, which may prove to be difficult to obtain.

In summary, our results illustrate that deep and wide beaks in Darwin’s finches, long associated with an ability to crack hard seeds, more specifically limit beak areas that experience high stress and peak stress magnitudes. Consequently, deep and wide beaks may allow birds to crack hard seeds while limiting the risk of beak failure. Deeper beaks are indicative of deeper dorsal nasal regions, and wider beaks indicative of a broader maxillary process of the nasal bone, the two areas typically showing high stress concentrations in our model. Thus, our simulations may help explain the low survival of birds with smaller beaks in times of food scarcity when seeds of intermediate size are rapidly depleted from the environment (Boag & Grant 1981). Given the often large within-population variation in beak size and shape (Grant 1983, 1999; Grant & Grant 2006), birds with relatively smaller (more narrow or shallow) beaks for a given jaw adductor size may be subject to mechanical failure more rapidly under the repeated loading needed to crack hard seeds such as *Tribulus* (Grant 1981) which are relatively abundant during dry years (Grant 1999).

Finally, our data show how jaw musculature and beak shape have coevolved in Darwin’s finches that specialize on different food resources. We suggest that finch jaw musculature and its relationship to beak safety factors is as critical in finch evolution and adaptive radiation as is the evolution of beak morphology itself. Future modelling efforts, including other radiations of birds specializing on cracking seeds, will be crucial to test the generality of our results.
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